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BACKGROUND

Excavation of galleries in the argillites generates a redistribution of the stress field that can lead to
development of microcracks in the surrounding rock. These microcracks can eventually join and lead to macro
cracks. In this Excavation Damaged Zone (EDZ) the permeability can thus vary significantly. These new
physical properties have to be taken into account in the evaluation of safety of storage in the deep geological
layers. There is a need to improve our understanding of the damage generation, its initial hydromechanical
properties and its evolution under different solicitations that occur during the lifetime of the waste storage.

It was shown in the past (Maxwell et al., 1996) that ultrasonic sounding is a method of high interest for
EDZ characterization. Ultrasonic experiments (Balland et al., 2009) conducted in the Underground
Research Laboratory at the Centre de Meuse/Haute-Marne (CMHM) allowed the estimation of a relatively
scaled extension of the EDZ based on the P-wave velocity field. However, the time evolution of the
damaged zone is still difficult to estimate, in particular when considering the influence of parameters like
creep of the rock, interaction with rigid lining or resaturation process. The strong attenuation of the very
high frequency seismic waves in argillites is likely the most relevant problem that limits further application
of ultrasonic imaging techniques.

EXPERIMENT

In order to address this key issue of attenuation, we have tested a frequency swept source in order to
increase the power of the source of emission. The used technique, known as “pulse compression”, is
widespread in many fields using ultrasonic propagation such as medical imaging. It allows a better signal-
to-noise ratio (even if low power emitters are used) and thus facilitates the picking of P-wave and S-wave
first arrivals, increasing capabilities for on line processing of thousands of seismograms collected
repeatedly over months.

The technique was tested on two cylindrical argillite samples (r ≈ 15 cm), S1 with length of about 18 cm,
and S2 of 55 cm length (Figure 1). Different kinds of resonant P and S wave transducer pairs were used
for ultrasonic transmission measurements. We compared the results of sweep emission with single pulse
excitation in order to estimate if frequency swept emission fits for velocity measurements. Moreover, the
S2 sample was cracked in the middle and the measurements were reconducted. Over 200 measurements
were realized in different configurations of the receivers and samples.

PRINCIPAL RESULTS

A representative example of recorded signals is shown in the Figure 2. The swept source provides much
clearer signal thus allowing better precision of first arrival picking. This was even more visible for the
fractured sample; because of the increased attenuation, the pulse transmission did not allow a sufficient
transmission of P-wave. On some samples only the correlated sweep signal was observed. However, some
results could be affected by parasite signals also called “correlation side lobes”, which make difficult the
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estimation of velocity. Amplitude shaping of the emitted sweep can diminish this problem. Otherwise,
S-wave measurements were difficult to interpret because of the used transducers. They were found to
generate a first P-wave that can be confused with S-wave arrival while the high frequency of emitted
S-wave caused severe attenuation.

The influence of the crack on the P-wave velocity was not significant, however increased attenuation and
changes in the waveform shape was observed in all the cases, stating that velocity is not the most sensitive
wave parameter.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The measurements of all the wave parameter needed in sufficient rock volume seem possible with the
adapted sweep source. The choice of ultrasonic transducers is of utmost importance for obtaining reliable
results. The possibility of transmitting sufficient ultrasonic energy even through large rock volumes permits
more sophisticated ultrasonic experiments. The P-wave and S-wave velocity measurements in different
directions would theoretically allow calculating the complete stiffness matrix. This, in turn, could be used
to estimate the crack density tensor, thus bringing more information on EDZ characteristics. This is
important to understand its evolution and properties that can be linked to permeability measurements
results run in the same volume of rock.
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Figure 1: Left: Sample S2 during measurements. Notice the crack in the middle. Right: Illustration of
velocity measurements, “E” indicates emitter positions, “R” are the receivers.

Figure 2: Comparison of transmitted signals in the axial direction of the sample S2 (Figure 1: _p(0°)).
A pair of 30 kHz P-wave transducers was used. Black: pulse emission (lowpass filtered, fc = 150 Hz),
red: correlated frequency swept emission (20-120 kHz). Dashed lines are the actual signals and solid lines
are the corresponding envelopes (complex magnitudes). The correlated signal is amplitude scaled in order
to exhibit the same noise level as pulsed emission. Left panel: recorded signals, right panel: zoom of the
first arrival zone.


